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1. Introduction

Recently the Underwater Wireless Sensor Network (UWSN) area is the major focus of research community due to its versatile applications like: ocean monitoring, marine internal wild life, underwater mineral extraction, and offshore exploration [1–4]. The sensor device collects the information from the bottom of the sea water and transfer that information to the sink nodes deployed on the water surface and sink nodes further transfer that data to the onshore data center for further rectification [5–8]. The underwater sensor network resembles with the terrestrial networks, when we differentiate between UWSN and terrestrial wireless sensor network; the UWSN exhibits some unique individualities like: acoustic communication, high bit error rate, limited storage power of sensor devices, low bandwidth and high latency [9–12]. Radio Frequency (RF) signaling is not feasible for underwater wireless sensor network due to attenuation [13]. The acoustic signaling is a better solution for underwater environment because acoustic signaling speed is 1500 m/s [14]. However underwater sensor network faces the many more challenges like: acoustic signaling has the limited bandwidth due to the water current, dynamic network topology due to the node movement on water pressure, effect on acoustic channel due to path loss, noise and Doppler spread and link between sensor nodes remain highly prone [15].

The above discussed challenges also creating the complexity to design the routing protocol in underwater environment. Majority of the researchers have designed the routing protocols like: location based, localization free, multipath, geographic, clustered based, routing protocols based on mobility and routing protocols based on protocol operations. This research article covers the routing protocols which are based on protocol operations; the category further classified into table driven, source initiated data aggregation. This research article will help the researchers to find proper gap to promote further such kind of category. This survey article further consists on: Section 2 covers the background and literature review, Section 3 covers the analysis through analytical method, Section 4 covers the analysis through numerical simulation method, Section 5 covers the open research issues, and Section 5 is the conclusion and future work.

2. Background and literature review

The design of routing protocol in underwater environment is the complicated task because in underwater environment the static topology is not valid due to continuous movement of water. The design of dynamic topology is the best solution in underwater environment; however the dynamic topology also faces the serious issues due to the water current and limited bandwidth of acoustic channel [16–20]. Majority of the researchers have designed the routing protocols based on dynamic topology but still the research is needed to resolve the many more problems. This article focuses the issues of routing protocols based on protocol operations; which is further classified into source initiated, table driven and data aggregations. The classification is listed below:

i. ICRP
ii. LASR
iii. Pack Cloning
iv. TCBR
v. HZ-DAB
vi. Multi-path VS
vii. DUICS
viii. Multi Sink

2.1. Information carrying routing protocol (ICRP)

ICRP is source initiated and table driven routing protocol [21]. The authors claimed that the ICRP is energy efficient, scalable and real time routing protocol which carries the control packets for information sharing through data packets. This routing protocol is localization free and only small numbers of sensor nodes are involved in the routing. In ICRP the source node is responsible for route discovery mechanism through data packets, if the route is not established the source node will carry the data packets with route discovery message. When all the nodes will receive this message than these nodes will also establish the reverse route for the acknowledgement, when source node will receive the acknowledgement through reverse route than the successful packets delivery will be considered. The use of routes depends on time priority and if the route is not used for transmission is called the route life time. If the route life time remains larger means it is valid or even remain unused. The route life time validity is depend upon TIME-OUT; if the threshold exceeds the TIME-OUT the route will become invalid.

The ICRP faces some serious issues: (i) in underwater environment the architecture given by authors’ is not valid due to continuous movement of water. (ii) If the intermediate nodes have not the route information than these nodes will transfer the data packets to the destination and in resultant the destination will not accept the data packets and in resultant the drop of the packets will occur and also the energy level of these nodes will also be wasted. (iii) In underwater environment due the water pressure the route may be broken within 2 to 3 sec.

2.2. Location-aware routing (LASR)

LASR is the location based routing protocol and the revised form of the DSR (Dynamic Source Routing) protocol [22]. The LASR is the source initiated routing protocol and based on protocol operation. The LASR protocol has used the two extra methods; one is the location awareness and second is the link quality metric. In location awareness method; the authors have designed the local network topology which uses the implicit information for transmission. The local network topology consists on tracking system and time-of-flight for range and transmission process. The authors have also used the TDMA technique for medium access control. LASR also guarantees for state less link type data and raw data to the onshore data center for further rectification 

\[ \text{ETX} = \frac{1}{{(1 - FER)^2}} \]  

In Eq. (1) FER denotes the Frame Error Rate. The link quality protocol header is consists on octal 12-bit. The time stamp factor is used for new data link. LASR also guarantees for state less link type data can correctly be discarded through some mechanism. LASR has used the five protocol options for node forwarding; the functionality of protocol options is described below.

a. **Explicit acknowledge**: When LASR sent a message or protocol option that must be acknowledged; this acknowledgement process is called explicit acknowledgement.

b. **Route request**: On arrival of packets the route request option will carries a route along with link quality and time stamp from originator to the last hop.

c. **Route reply**: It carries the route qualities and time stamp analogous to DSR.
d. **Route advice:** It removes the route errors and carries the updated information about individual links. The route advice can use the hello message with time stamp.

e. **Source route:** Analogous to DSR. Its route carries link quality and time stamp.

In LASR every route is re-calculated on every hop count, the route principally serves to spread the network topology, the link cache mechanism is updated with the new data and then the route; but not the option; is discarded. The route can be replaced when the implicit information appears to build the link cache. LASR has used the Dijkstra’s algorithm for updating the network graph. Route handling mechanism will use the protocol options to develop the route link, these options are acknowledgement, route selection and route reply. The link could be cast-off before the departure of option.

LASR has used the three features when transmits the number of packets on route, these features are acknowledgement delay guarantee, hello message and option packing. The LASR features will increase the packets delivery ratio, will reduce the end to end delay and will provide the updated information. The brief description for LASR features is given below.

a. **Acknowledgement delay guarantee:** It is the guarantee of LASR that within time span the acknowledgement of all the messages will be received to the sender nodes.

b. **Hello message:** If sender node wants to transmit the data but it has no option like ready to send, it can send a route advise option as a “hello message”; when this message enters in the route link it will update the route for data sending from sender node to neighbor/destination node.

c. **Option packing:** The option packing is consists on piggybacks outgoing as a sub option. The piggyback option will separate the route and user data message from source route. This option also takes the responsibility for the acknowledgement from multiple neighbors on a single route transmission.

The LASR Tracking System is recursive state-estimation filter that uses the range estimates to predict network topology. Its performance is modeled.

### 2.3. Packet cloning routing protocol (Pack Cloning)

Efficient data delivery through Pack Cloning is the source initiated and table driven routing protocol and has been introduced by [23]. The authors have used the multipath and node proximity methods to increase the packets delivery ratio. The packet cloning routing protocol utilizes the selective packet cloning mechanism for forwarding the packets to the destination. The packet cloning scheme utilizes the node proximity idea to selectively clone data packets during the forwarding process to the destination. The proposed scheme minimizes the contention and energy expenditure through link quality and channel conditions to control the number of packet clones.

The authors have used the three types of nodes in the architecture; these are source nodes, intermediate relay nodes and sink nodes. The authors have made the intermediate relay nodes as an intelligent node which has a capability to decide whether a packets clone has been new, missed, duplicate or late. When a packet clone arrives at an intermediate relay node, the node can derive some information on the status of the forwarding process. The technique is simply useful for detecting duplicates and packets loss. The intermediate intelligent relay node will discard the duplicate packets, relaying the new packets and regenerate the missing packets. The authors claimed that this kind of mechanism will reduce the network traffic and burden and will enhance the data delivery ratio.

The pack cloning scheme is robust and good to enhance the data delivery however the acoustic channel in underwater environment cannot support the packets cloning scheme due to low bandwidth. This kind of technique is suitable for terrestrial network.

### 2.4. Temporary clustered based routing (TCBR)

TCBR is table driven underwater routing protocol. TCBR is works on multi-hop and specially designed for equal energy consumption for entire network [24]. The authors have used the two types of the nodes for designing of TCBR network; one is ordinary node and other is courier node as described. The courier node can move vertically with its power towards its embedded mechanical module; ordinary sensor node will collect the data in shape of packets and forward them to the courier node; the courier node will transfer that with the power of mechanical module to the surface sinks.

The TCBR is depends on multi-sink architecture. The communication range for node has been settled around 300 to 500 meters for better power usage. The powerful courier node will transmit the hello packet message with specified time to the ordinary nodes and ordinary nodes will observe the presence of the courier node and will transfer the data to the courier nodes; courier nodes further utilizes the power of mechanical module to push the data towards surface sinks by using the acoustic channel. Surface sinks are connected with radio link signaling (RF) and will transfer the data with RF signaling to the onshore data center.

The hello packet will identify the presence of the courier node; this format is consists on the four fields: (i) **NodeID** is for node identification, (ii) **Expired Time** shows the availability time for courier node, (iii) **HopID** will count the number of hops towards ordinary node and (iv) **Max Hop Count** is used to sense the data from 3 ordinary nodes; means 3 is the fixed value of this field.

The Data packet format has the five fields: (i) **Source Node ID** will identify that which node will generate the data packet; (ii) **Next Node ID** has a unique ID for node and almost nearer the courier will considerable more for next hop, (iii) **Packet Sequence Number** will be set with the unique number of data packets, (iv) **DestID** this holds the address for surface sinks and (v) **Data** is for pure data.

The authors have just set the concept of the temporary cluster around the courier node. The TCBR has some issues: (i) Courier node with designing of mechanical module is costly sensor node and functionality is not reliable as described by authors, (ii) TCBR is not suitable for critical time based scenario.

### 2.5. Hop-by-Hop dynamic address based (H2-DAB)

H2-DAB is based on multi-sink architecture; the authors claimed that this protocol is scalable, robust and energy efficient [25]. H2-DAB is based on dynamic address mechanism. In architecture of H2-DAB; the dynamic addressing mechanism has been used till the depth of water to solve the easy movement of nodes in water current. The authors have set the depth levels from water surface to the bottom level of water. The surface level buoys are collecting the information and will transfer to the bottom level. The addressing mechanism of H2-DAB is based from smaller depth level to the large depth level of water dynamically. The dynamic addresses are generated by the surface sinks with the addition of Hello packet. The H2-DAB uses the two packets format one is the hello packet format and second is data packet format; these both packets are generated by sink surface nodes. Any node which receives the data packets will transfer the data packets to the upper level with greedy method algorithm. When data packets are received by surface sinks the delivery is considered as successful delivery and the entire surface sinks are linked between each
other with the radio communication link and surface sinks will transfer that data to the onshore center.

The H2-DAB faces some issues like: (1) No Hop count mechanism is properly defined and no greedy method is defined. (2) Due to improper hop count mechanism the definition of energy efficiency is baseless.

2.6. Multi-path virtual sink (Multipath VS)

The Multi-path VS is table driven and data aggregation routing protocol. The authors of this research paper have focused the network architecture parameters like reliability, robustness, energy consumption, capacity and redundancy of network [26]. The authors divided the network architecture into the number of clusters and clusters are further divided into one or more aggregation points. These aggregation points are actually the small mesh like structures which are connects with the local sinks through high speed RF links.

When data gathers on the local sinks then the local sinks will create the virtual sink. The authors have designed the multiple paths to increase probability of successful data delivery. On aggregation points the authors have developed the multiple paths to link with local sinks. There is the responsibility of the local sink that transfers the hop count message to the sensor nodes; every sensor node will receive the hop count message, the sensor node will add one step to that message and will transfer that message to the local sinks. In this way the path will be developed and data packets will be transferred from sensor nodes to linked local sinks. The mechanism will focus the transmission through the multiple local sinks by multiple sensor nodes.

The authors have suggested the good strategy for multiple paths but this kind of architecture will face the one serious issue like: if the termination of data transmission will occur then it is hard to resolve this issue due to underwater environment.

2.7. Distributed underwater clustering scheme (DUCS)

DUCS is the data aggregation routing protocol and introduced by [27]. The authors claimed that the DUCS is the energy-efficient and scalable routing protocol. This routing protocol is based on node mobility for long term but non-time critical applications [28]. Authors claimed that DUCS is self-organizing routing protocol and based on distributed algorithm to divide the network into multiple clusters. The nodes are divided into cluster heads and non-cluster head nodes. One cluster head node will make the cluster of the non-cluster head nodes. The non-cluster head nodes or cluster member nodes will transfer the data packets to the respective cluster head nodes. From non-cluster head nodes to cluster head node the transmission is single hop. When the data packets have been received by the cluster head nodes then the cluster head nodes will use the aggregation function and transmit these data packets to the other cluster head nodes through multi-hop fashion and finally the cluster head nodes will transfer the data packets towards the sink. DUCS is based on two phases one is setup phase and other is operation phase. In setup phase the DUCS makes the clusters and in operation phase DUCS transfers the data packets towards sink. Cluster member nodes will coordinate the cluster head nodes called the intra-cluster coordinates and cluster head nodes will communicate with other cluster head nodes is called the inter-cluster coordination. In operation phase the several frames are transmitted to the cluster head nodes from cluster member nodes and every frame is composed of the series of data messages with a schedule.

DUCS faces some serious problems: (i) continuous node movement will affect the structure of the cluster and in resultant the life of the clusters will be reduced. (ii) In the operation phase the data delivery ratio may be reduced if the cluster head node moves away from the routing due to water current.

2.8. Multi sink

The authors of this protocol have adapted the mesh network structure with 2D quasi-stationary for shallow water [29]. The authors have used the five types of the components. The underwater sensor nodes are deployed like a tired architecture and the surface buoys are directly connected through wires with the UW-sink nodes. The mesh nodes are deployed and are the neighbors to the sensor nodes; mesh nodes have a high memory power with longer transmission range and sophisticated with high processing power. Authors have used the acoustic mesh network between underwater sensor nodes and Monitoring center. Surface buoys are placed on the surface of water and are directly connected through RF signals with the Monitoring center. Mesh nodes can be recharged with help of underwater controlled vehicles.

The mesh nodes are used for the data aggregation purpose; when sensor nodes transfers the data to the mesh nodes the mesh node first aggregate the data then by using of the acoustic multi hop channel will transfer to the UW-sink nodes; the UW-sink nodes which are directly connected with the surface buoys will transfer the data to surface buoys and surface buoys will transfer the same data to the Monitoring center. This is well designed protocol which can transfer the data in smooth way towards destination. The proposed scheme will enhanced the packets delivery ratio due to simultaneous transmission of sensor nodes.

The designing of Multi-sink protocol will face some serious issues like: (i) Mesh nodes stores the information like node ID and geographic area of all nodes of entire network, (ii) quasi stationary architecture doesn’t mean the mobile nodes; it means static node according to architecture structure; so in underwater environment this structure cannot response well and (iii) packets duplication will increase the number of hops.

3. Analysis through analytical method

In this method we evaluated the routing protocols with its different parameters from its designing and architecture structure. In Table 1 we have observed the protocol behavior through analytical approach with its different parameters; for example if we consider the LASR protocol in Table 1 and evaluated that LASR architecture is based on single sink through data forwarding approach which uses the end-to-end delay mechanism. LASR architecture refers the link quality metric with source indexed operation. LASR is based on hello message connectivity for communication between sensor nodes with location aware indicator.

Table 2 focuses the analysis through performance metrics for proposed routing protocols and is based on the parameters like performance, cost efficiency, reliability, bandwidth efficiency, energy efficiency, delay efficiency, and packets delivery ratio. In Table 2 if we consider the TCBR protocol; its reliability, bandwidth efficiency, energy efficiency, and packets delivery ratio is fair and its performance, cost efficiency, and delay efficiency is low. In same way in Table 2 we can observe the rest of the routing protocols with same parameters.

4. Analysis through numerical simulation method

Numerical simulation method is focuses the simulation of packets delivery ratio for proposed routing protocols. In this method we have used the NS2.30 simulator with Aquasim features with different simulation parameters as mentioned in Table 3. We observed the packets delivery ratio with 350 numbers of nodes (deployment
size is 500 m x 500 m x 500 m) with communication range of 100 meters as almost used by all the proposed routing protocols. We set the node speed from 1 to 3 m/s and packets sending rate is 1 packet/s; whereas the packet size is 512 bytes. The MAC standard is IEEE 802.11 and rest of the parameters separately considered as used in proposed routing protocols.

Fig. 1 focuses the packets delivery ratio for proposed routing protocols based on protocol operation; we observed that the packets delivery ratio of H2-DAB is greater than other proposed routing protocols because H2-DAB is based on real time parameters. The comparison of different proposed routing protocols for packets delivery ratio with number of nodes is Table 4.

5. Open research issues

Based on the above discussed work and issues; it is clear that the design of a routing protocols need further improve and investigation. The following open research issues are:

- The design of scalable, robust and reliable routing protocol is needed which must be localization free.
- 3-D deployment of sensor nodes in underwater environment is needed which can consider the node mobility with respect to time.
- Removal of void regions is also a major issue which must be considered during the deployment of the sensor nodes.

Table 1
Analysis through architecture parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>Single or multi-sink</th>
<th>Hop-by-hop/end-to-end</th>
<th>Architecture composition method</th>
<th>Operation nature</th>
<th>Hello message</th>
<th>Localization needed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICRP</td>
<td>Single-sink</td>
<td>End-to-end</td>
<td>Clustered</td>
<td>SI &amp; TD</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LASR</td>
<td>Single-sink</td>
<td>End-to-end</td>
<td>Link Quality</td>
<td>SI</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pack Cloning</td>
<td>Multi-sink</td>
<td>Hop-by-hop</td>
<td>Node Proximity</td>
<td>SI &amp; TD</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCBR</td>
<td>Multi-Sink</td>
<td>Hop-by-hop</td>
<td>Clustered</td>
<td>TD</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2-DAB</td>
<td>Multi-sink</td>
<td>Hop-by-hop</td>
<td>Depth Addressing</td>
<td>TD &amp; DA</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multipath-VS</td>
<td>Multi-sink</td>
<td>Hop-by-hop</td>
<td>Clustered</td>
<td>DA</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUCS</td>
<td>Single-Sink</td>
<td>Hop-by-hop</td>
<td>Mesh with 2D</td>
<td>DA</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-sink</td>
<td>Multi-sink</td>
<td>Hop-by-hop</td>
<td>Mesh with 2D</td>
<td>DA</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SI: Source Initiated, TD: Table Driven, DA: Data Aggregation.

Table 2
Analysis through performance metrics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Cost efficiency</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
<th>Bandwidth efficiency</th>
<th>Energy efficiency</th>
<th>Delay efficiency</th>
<th>Packets delivery ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICRP</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pack cloning</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCBR</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2-DAB</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multipath-VS</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUCS</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>±</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-sink</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>±</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 3
NS2.30 simulation parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of nodes</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployment size (3D)</td>
<td>500 × 500 × 500 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node speed</td>
<td>1–3 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication range</td>
<td>100 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet size</td>
<td>512 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data sending rate</td>
<td>1 packet/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC standard</td>
<td>IEEE 802.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. No of nodes versus Packets delivery ratio for proposed RPs.
- The design of routing protocol in real world condition taking into consideration with respect to underwater challenges like: high bit error rate, impaired channel due to fading, limited bandwidth, high propagation delay and continuous water pressure and salinity.
- To minimize the energy consumption of the sensor node during the deployment in dense and harsh underwater environment.
- For battery recharge there should be the investigation is needed in consideration of water current.

6. Conclusion and future work

The design of routing protocol in underwater environment is also one kind of the challenging issue. This research article focuses the issues in designing of routing protocols based on protocol operations. We have also explained the issues of source initiated, table driven and data aggregation routing protocols based on protocol operations. The article also covers the deployment of sensor nodes, dynamic topology structure, route discovery mechanism, and data forwarding mechanisms of routing protocols based on protocol operation. This research article further focuses the performance analysis through analytical and numerical simulation method. In analytical method we have defined the analysis of architectural parameters and performance metric parameters for proposed routing protocols. The numerical simulation method focuses the performance of proposed routing protocols through packets delivery ratio. We observed that the packets delivery ratio of H2-DAB is better than other proposed routing protocols because the H2-DAB is based on real time parameters.

Future research is based on network performance through quality of service (QoS) for real time applications and security is also the major issue for military based applications. In deep underwater environment the node movement is uncontrollable and its’ continuous movement can reduce the energy level of the sensor node; so future directions focuses the network scalability and increasing of energy level for sensor nodes are major issues.
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